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Philosophy of Science A-Z Edinburgh University Press
Immanuel Kant is widely recognized as one of the most important Western philosophers since
Aristotle. His thought has had, and continues to have, a profound effect on every branch of
philosophy, including ethics, metaphysics, epistemology, aesthetics, political philosophy, and
philosophy of religion. This Lexicon contains detailed and original entries by 130 leading Kant
scholars, covering Kant's most important concepts as well as each of his writings. Part I covers Kant's
notoriously difficult philosophical concepts, providing entries on these individual 'trees' of Kant's
philosophical system. Part II, by contrast, provides an overview of the 'forest' of Kant's philosophy,
with entries on each of his published works and on each of his sets of lectures and personal
reflections. This part is arranged chronologically, revealing not only the broad sweep of Kant's
thought but also its development over time. Professors, graduate students, and undergraduates will
value this landmark volume.
Edinburgh Dictionary of Continental Philosophy Cambridge University Press
Unlike most texts in critical thinking, Reason in the Balance focuses broadly on the practice of critical
inquiry, the process of carefully examining an issue in order to come to a reasoned judgment. Although
analysis and critique of individual arguments have an important role to play, this text goes beyond that
dimension to emphasize the various aspects that go into the practice of inquiry, including identifying
issues and relevant contexts, understanding competing cases, and making a comparative judgment.
Distinctive Features of the Text: Emphasis on applying critical thinking to complex issues with competing
arguments Inclusion of chapters on inquiry in specific contexts Attention to the dialogical aspects of
inquiry, including sample dialogues Emphasis on the spirit of inquiry The Second Edition Features:
Updated examples and items of current interest New dialogues on vaccination, prostitution, and climate
change New material on biases in reasoning, including emotional, psychological, social, and cognitive
The Reason in the Balance Website includes: An Appendix on Logic Exercises Quizzes
The Husserl Dictionary Cambridge University Press
The language and concepts of philosophy explained.
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy Cambridge University Press
This volume discusses the philosophical issues connected with the nature and significance
of life and death, and the ethics of killing. It will be of interest to all those taking courses on
the philosophy of life and death, applied ethics covering abortion, euthanasia, and suicide,
and ethics and metaphysics.
The Structure of Justification Penguin (Non-Classics)
Spinoza's theoretical philosophy is one of the most radical attempts to
construct a pure ontology with a single infinite substance. This book,
which presents Spinoza's main ideas in dictionary form, has as its
subject the opposition between ethics and morality, and the link between
ethical and ontological propositions. His ethics is an ethology, rather
than a moral science. Attention has been drawn to Spinoza by deep
ecologists such as Arne Naess, the Norwegian philosopher; and this
reading of Spinoza by Deleuze lends itself to a radical ecological ethic.
As Robert Hurley says in his introduction, "Deleuze opens us to the idea
that the elements of the different individuals we compose may be nonhuman
within us. One wonders, finally, whether Man might be defined as a
territory, a set of boundaries, a limit on existence." Gilles Deleuze,
known for his inquiries into desire, language, politics, and power, finds
a kinship between Spinoza and Nietzsche. He writes, ""Spinoza did not
believe in hope or even in courage; he believed only in joy and in vision
. . . he more than any other gave me the feeling of a gust of air from
behind each time I read him, of a witch's broom that he makes one mount.

Gilles Deleuze was a professor of philosophy at the University of Paris at
Vincennes. Robert Hurley is the translator of Michel Foucault's History
of Sexuality.

The Penguin Dictionary of Philosophy City Lights Books
Philosophy of science has always been an integral part of
philosophy, and since the beginning of the 20h century it has
developed its own structure and its fair share of technical
vocabulary and problems. Philosophy of Science A-Z gives you
concise, accurate and illuminating accounts of key positions,
concepts, arguments and figures in the philosophy of science.
It helps you to understand the current debates, explains their
historical development and connects them with broader
philosophical issues. It presupposes little prior knowledge of
philosophy of science and is equally useful to students coming
to the subject for the first time and for more advanced
scholars who need to look up particular terms or figures. You
will find illuminating explanations, careful analysis,
relevant examples, open problems and precise arguments.
Philosophy of science is a flourishing discipline and
Philosophy of Science A-Z is a practical and imaginative way
into and through it.
A Dictionary of Philosophy Cambridge University Press
Existentialism exerts a continuing fascination on students of
philosophy and general readers. As a philosophical phenomenon,
though, it is often poorly understood, as a form of radical
subjectivism that turns its back on reason and argumentation
and possesses all the liabilities of philosophical idealism
but without any idealistic conceptual clarity. In this volume
of original essays, the first to be devoted exclusively to
existentialism in over forty years, a team of distinguished
commentators discuss the ideas of Kierkegaard, Nietzsche,
Heidegger, Sartre, Merleau-Ponty and Beauvoir and show how
their focus on existence provides a compelling perspective on
contemporary issues in moral psychology and philosophy of
mind, language and history. A further sequence of chapters
examines the influence of existential ideas beyond philosophy,
in literature, religion, politics and psychiatry. The volume
offers a rich and comprehensive assessment of the continuing
vitality of existentialism as a philosophical movement and a
cultural phenomenon.
Practical Philosophy Cambridge University Press
These specially written essays show that philosophy of religion is
fertile ground for the application of probabilistic thinking. The
authors examine central topics in the field: the status of evidence
relating to the question of the existence of God; the rationality
of religious belief; and the epistemic significance of religious
disagreement.
Alfarabi's Book of Dialectic (Kit?b al-Jadal) Edinburgh University
Press
A major new edition of the best-selling and most authoritative
paperback dictionary of philosophy available. Contains over 3,000
entries, including over 500 new entries, as well as biographies of
nearly 500 philosophers. A wide-ranging and reliable source of
reference for advanced students, a solid support for teachers, and

an excellent introduction to philosophy for beginners. - ;This best-
selling dictionary is written by one of the most famous
philosophers of our time, and widely recognised as the best
dictionary of its kind. Wide-ranging and authoritative, it covers
every aspect of philosophy from Aristotle to Zen. Clear, concise
and easy to use, it provides lively and accessible coverage of not
only Western philosophical traditions, but also themes from
Chinese, Indian, Islamic, and Jewish philosophy. Entries include
over 500 biographies of famous and influential philosophers, in-
depth analysis of philosophical terms and concepts, and a
chronology of philosophical events stretching from 10,000 BC to the
present day. The first edition of this dictionary became a market
leader and a standard work of reference, selling over 100,000
copies. Now the author, Professor Simon Blackburn, has revised and
updated it to include over 500 new entries including terms from
related disciplines such as religion, science and logic. Fully
cross-referenced and containing over 3,000 alphabetical entries,
this dictionary is the ideal introduction to philosophy for
beginners, and an essential work of reference for more advanced
students and teachers. -
Dictionary of Philosophy Routledge
Providing an illuminating and informed introduction to central
philosophical issues, concepts and perspectives in the core fields
of metaphysics, epistemology and philosophical logic, the
Dictionary takes the most common terms and notions and clarifies
what they mean to the philosopher and what sort of problems the
philosopher finds associated with them. Thoroughly revised and
updated, the bibliographies supply core reading lists, and each
entry uses extensive cross referencing to related themes and
concepts to provide a greater sense of access, control and
comprehension. The Dictionary will also provide those working in
proximate fields with an understanding of areas of overlapping
interest, concepts of common applicability and the full range and
diversity of philosophical analysis and insight.
The Cambridge Foucault Lexicon Cambridge University Press
The first ever dictionary of continental philosophy to be published.With
over 450 clearly written definitions and articles by an international
team of specialists, this authoritative dictionary covers the thinkers,
topics and technical terms associated with the many fields known as
'continental' philosophy'. Special care has been taken to explain the
complex terminology of many continental thinkers. Researchers, students
and professional philosophers alike will find the dictionary an
invaluable reference tool.Key features include:*in-depth entries on major
figures and topics*over 190 shorter articles on other figures and
topics*over 250 items on technical terms used by continental thinkers,
from abjection [Kristeva] to worldhood [Heidegger]*coverage of related
subjects that use continental terms and methods*extensive cross-
referencing, allowing readers to relate and pursue ideas in depth.Entries
include: Major Figures and Topics: Deleuze, Derrida, Foucault, Hegel,
Heidegger, Husserl, Irigaray, Kant, NietzscheEpistemology, Feminism,
German Idealism, Marxism, Phenomenology, Poststructuralism, Time,
etc.Other figures and topics covered include: Adorno, Althusser, Arendt,
Badiou, Barthes, Bergson, Butler, Haraway, Habermas, Kristeva, Merleau-
Ponty, Sartre, Schelling, Schiller, Weber, Weil, Wittgenstein, Zizek,
etc;African Philosophy, Cognitive Science, Death, Ecocriticism,
Embodiment, Environmental Philosophy, Modernity, Philosophy of Nature,
NeoThomism, Postcolonial Theory, Psychology, Race Theory, Sex /
sexuality, Space, Speech Act Theory, Structuralism, Subject, 'Young
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Hegelians', etc.

Cambridge University Press
A philosophical exploration of the relationships between
spirituality, well-being, religion, and philosophy, examining
specific spiritual practices and spiritually informed virtues.
Aristotle A&C Black
This book provides a clear, comprehensive survey of Deleuze's
philosophy, whilst also offering deep analysis of key aspects
of his thought.
The Cambridge Companion to Life and Death Cambridge University
Press
The first English-language reference of its kind, The
Encyclopedia of Philosophy was hailed as 'a remarkable and
unique work' (Saturday Review) that contained 'the
international who's who of philosophy and cultural history'
(Library Journal).
Historical Dictionary of Hume's Philosophy A&C Black
An accessible dictionary of the key terms, ideas, influence and legacy of
G.W.F. Hegel, one of the most important German Philosophers of the 19th
Century.
A system of moral philosophy Cambridge University Press
Review of Schulz's Attempt at an introduction to a doctrine of morals for
all human beings regardless of different religions -- An answer to the
question, what is enlightenment? -- On the wrongfulness of unauthorized
publication of books -- Groundwork of the metaphysics of morals -- Review
of Gottlieb Hufeland's Essay on the principle of natural right -- Kraus'
review of Ulrich's Eleutheriology -- Critique of practical reason -- On
the common saying, that may be correct in theory, but it is of no use in
practice -- Toward perpetual peace -- The metaphysics of morals -- On a
supposed right to lie from philanthropy -- On turning out books.
A Dictionary of Ethics Cambridge University Press
Provides a reference guide to the ideas, concepts, schools, terminology,
and important thinkers of philosophy since classical times

Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary KLETT VERSION
Macmillan
This is a 1988 philosophical introduction to Aristotle, and
Professor Lear starts where Aristotle himself starts. The
first sentence of the Metaphysics states that all human beings
by their nature desire to know. But what is it for us to be
animated by this desire in this world? What is it for a
creature to have a nature; what is our human nature; what must
the world be like to be intelligible; and what must we be like
to understand it systematically? Through a consideration of
these questions Professor Lear introduces us to the essence of
Aristotle's philosophy and guides us through the central
Aristotelian texts - selected from the Physics, Metaphysics,
Ethics, Politics and from the biological and logical works.
The book is written in a direct, lucid style which engages the
reader with the themes in an active, participatory manner.
Hegel's Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences Cambridge
University Press
Widely regarded as the founder of the Islamic philosophical
tradition, and as the single greatest philosophical authority after
Aristotle by his successors in the medieval Islamic, Jewish, and
Christian communities, Alfarabi was a leading figure in the fields
of Aristotelian logic and Platonic political science. The first
complete English translation of his commentary on Aristotle's
Topics, Alfarabi's Book of Dialectic, or Kit?b al-Jadal, is
presented here in a deeply researched edition based on the most
complete Arabic manuscript sources. David M. DiPasquale argues that
Alfarabi's understanding of the Socratic art of dialectic is the
key prism through which to grasp his recovery of an authentic
tradition of Greek science on the verge of extinction. He also
suggests that the Book of Dialectic is unique to the extent to
which it unites Alfarabi's logical and political writings, opening
up novel ways of interpreting Alfarabi's influence.

Spinoza Routledge
This book explores the historical relations between science and
religion and discusses contemporary issues with perspectives from
cosmology, evolutionary biology and bioethics.
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